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Abstract

Besides the measurement standards available in general metrology in the form

of the realisations of the units of measurement, measurement standards of

chemical composition are needed for the vast field of chemical measurement

(measurements of the chemical composition), because it is the main aim of

such measurements to quantify non-isolated substances, often in complicated

matrices, to which the "classical" measurement standards and their lower-

level derivatives are not directly applicable.

At present, material artefacts as well as standard measurement devices serve

as chemical measurement standards. These are measurement standards in the

full metrological sense only, however, if they are firmly linked to the SI unit in

which the composition represented by the standard is expressed. This

requirement has the consequence that only a very restricted number of really

reliable chemical measurement standards exist at present. Since it is very

difficult and time consuming to increase this number substantially and, on the

other hand, reliable reference points are increasingly needed for all kinds of

chemical measurements, primary methods of measurement and high-level

reference measurements will play an increasingly important role for the

establishment of worldwide comparability and hence mutual acceptance of

chemical measurement results.



In all areas of measurement, comparability and as a consequence, acceptance of

measurement results is ensured by demonstrated traceability to recognized meas-

urement standards functioning as reference points. In general metrology, these

measurement standards are the realisations of the units of the Systeme International

d'Unites (SI) and are usually kept as the national standards of measurement in each

country by its national metrology institute. The links between the realisations and the

SI units themselves are generally provided by primary methods of measurement, i.e.

methods which "stand alone" and do not need any reference to another standard of

the same quantity. International traceability and uniformity of measurement is estab-

lished on a worldwide scale through a mechanism of high-level intercomparisons

between the national metrology institutes.

In the field of chemical measurements, i.e. measurements for the determination of

chemical composition, the above mentioned measurement standards in the form of

the realisations of the SI units are also widely used. The base units of mass and

amount of substance, the kilogram and the mole, are of particular importance for the

description of chemical compositions. In the case of the mole, the knowledge of the

Avogadro constant (and the Faraday constant) by experiment can be regarded as

the realisation of the unit although this "realisation" is of a different quality compared

with the other realisations. The Avogadro constant is at present known with a rela-

tive uncertainty of 10"6.

Due to the fact that the aim of chemical measurements is usually the determination

of non-isolated substances, e.g. the measurement of the amount-of-substance con-

centration or the mass fraction of a substance in a complex matrix, the availability of

the measurement standards so far mentioned is not sufficient. Here, in addition,

measurement standards of chemical composition are needed, which themselves



must be firmly linked to the SI units by primary methods of measurement, in order to

get a complete information on their uncertainty.

Reference materials are widely used as measurement standards in chemical meas-

urements. The requirement of being linked to the SI units is, however, not met in all

cases, even in the subgroup of the certified reference materials, as experience

shows. Furthermore, there are many chemical measurement tasks for which refer-

ence materials cannot be prepared due to instability problems. In other cases refer-

ence materials may be available, in principle, but their matrices are too different

from those in which the analyte is to be determined. In such cases references other

than material artefacts of fixed compositions are needed.

Measurement devices and procedures which can provide a range of chemical com-

position values with known uncertainty are now being developed or exist already in

several national metrology institutes. Furthermore, due to the high complexity of

many chemical measurement tasks, a few specialized laboratories which have

demonstrated their competence will play the role of recognized reference points for

distinct chemical measurement tasks.

Fig. 1 shows the possible ways of establishing traceability of chemical measure-

ments to the SI units.

Starting on the left side, the first section describes the traceability route most

frequently used namely that via reference materials. Some reference materials are

themselves traceable to the SI and open up the possibility to establish a complete

traceability chain from the field laboratory to the SI units. Certain gas mixtures, high-

purity substances and some isotopic spike materials for isotope dilution mass spec-
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trometry are examples of this kind of reference materials, which play a key role in

chemical analysis and are often called primary reference materials. Certified refer-

ence materials are often the highest reference points available up to now, in particu-

lar in fields where complex matrices are involved. Such reference materials are

usually based on consensus values as result of round-robin exercises. Although

linkage to the SI units will be very difficult in such cases, it should, in principle, be

possible to establish this link using an appropriate primary method. The necessity to

make this link will become more and more obvious in the on-going discussion on

global assurance of traceability of measurement results.

The second route makes use of new developments for creating reliable reference

points for chemical measurements. The standard UV spectrometer serving as

reference for the determination of the ozone concentration in ground level ambient

air is given as an example. This is a typical case of a measurement problem which

cannot be solved with reference materials.

The third route is necessary in all cases where the first two cannot solve the

problem. Reference laboratories which themselves are linked to the SI will play an

increasingly important role in establishing traceability of chemical measurements.

The fourth route, finally, describes the case where a chemical laboratory is able to

establish a direct link to the SI using a primary method for a distinct chemical

measurement problem. Although seldom, this case occurs more often in chemical

analysis than in general metrology.

Some aspects of the traceability routes involving intermediate reference points are

looked at more closely in the following.



Gas analytical measurement standards

Gas analyses are generally carried out by comparing the mixture to be analysed

with a calibration gas mixture of known composition using a gas analyser, e.g. one

functioning according to the principle of non-dispersiv infrared absorption (NDIR),

as a monitor. The calibration gas mixtures used for this purpose are in certain cases

traceable to gas analytical measurement standards in the form of gravimetrically

prepared gas mixtures under pressure in cylinders, which are provided by several

national metrology institutes and are themselves traceable to the SI units. A com-

plete traceability chain is established in this way, the measurement standard at the

top of which being a reference material linked to the SI units with a primary method.

Besides such reference materials, transient gas mixtures whose composition is

known from accurate flow measurements are increasingly used as measurement

standards in high-accuracy gas analysis. Mainly two types of such dynamic gas

mixture generation systems have been developed for high-accuracy work: one for

amount-of-substance fractions up to the 10"2 range based on thermal mass flow

controllers and meters, the other one for fractions in the 10"9 to 10"6 ranges based on

the principle of permeation, in several national metrology institutes. High accuracy is

obtained in both cases by directly Sl-traceable flow measurements, i.e. mass and

time measurements. Relative uncertainties attainable are: U = 0.2 % (high concen-

tration) and U = 0.5 % (low concentration), k = 2 in both cases, comparable to what

can be achieved with gravimetric mixtures.

The additional value of such dynamic gas mixture generation systems as measure-

ment standards is high flexibility, i.e. the possibility to rapidly change compositions

for analyser calibration purposes or for completely matching an unknown sample.
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Their disadvantage is the impossibility to store the mixtures without loss of accuracy.

Fig. 2 shows the central elements of the set-up used at PTB for calibrating the ther-

mal mass flow meters, thus establishing traceability to the SI in the shortest way

possible.

A special chapter of gas analysis is the determination of ozone in ground level air

where ozone is an unwanted pollutant, as well as in the stratosphere for the purpose

of monitoring the thickness of the protecting ozone layer. Obviously, no reference

materials can be prepared in these cases.

UV absorption spectrometers equipped with ozone generation systems serve as

the measurement standards. Simpler devices of the same principle are used for

the field measurements. Accuracy enters via the knowledge of the absorption coef-

ficient, at least a conventional value at present. Its redetermination is a future

necessity. Vapour pressure measurements on solid ozone using effusion methods

open up possibilities for this purpose. Besides the absorption coefficient the other

parameters in the measurement equation must also be known accurately (e.g. effec-

tive optical path length, equivalence of the zero and the sample measurement).

UV absorption spectrometers in the function of measurement standards exist in

several countries and constitute a growing network of reference points for ozone

concentration measurements.

A gas analytical measurement task with very high demands on reliability is the

breath alcohol measurement in vehicle traffic surveillance which is now used in

many countries besides or instead of alcohol (ethanol) concentration measurements



in blood plasma as an evidential method. Mainly two kinds of measurement stan-

dards for calibrating the breath analysers are in use: ethanol-air mixtures in gas

containers (i.e. reference materials) and dynamic ethanol-air-water vapour mixture

generating systems on the basis of the thermodynamic vapour pressure equilibrium

over a solution of ethanol in water through which an air flow is conveyed at a given

temperature (usually 34 °C). These dynamic calibration standards which to some

extent simulate the breathing process, have the advantage over the static mixtures

in cylinders, that their calibration values, the ethanol concentrations in air, are in-

dependent (to a high degree of approximation) of the air pressure. The air content

of the mixture varies with pressure, the vapour pressure of ethanol and hence the

ethanol concentration remains, however, constant within 0.1 % relative in all prac-

tically occurring situations and depends only on the temperature and the concen-

tration of the solution. This behaviour closely matches the practical requirement of

breath alcohol measurement, namely to measure the ethanol concentration in the

exhaled air and not its fraction.

Reference points in elemental and organic analysis

Besides reference materials, which are widely used here and among which high-

purity substances are of particular importance, reference laboratories play an in-

creasingly important role as reference points in this vast and complex field.

Traceability to the SI units can be established if the reference laboratories are

themselves traceable to the SI, i.e. have demonstrated in high-level international

comparisons that they are capable of performing Sl-traceable measurements in their

special field. The European Union Institute for Reference materials and measure-

ments (IRMM) can, for example, regarded as belonging to the latter category. With
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its International Measurement Evaluation Programme (IMEP) it has since several

years provided reference points for many laboratories in elemental analysis, mainly

in the trace analytical field, using highly developed mass spectrometric equipment

and the experience gained in high-accuracy work in connection with the determina-

tion of the Avogadro constant.

In response to the demand of traceability to the mole by clinical laboratories, PTB

has started a programme for high-accuracy organic analysis using a special version

of 12C/13C IDMS. The essential step to improving the accuracy of amount-of-

substance measurements of organic compounds is the conversion of the analyte

and its 13C-labelled counterpart to CO2 after its separation from the matrix (which

is usually rather complex in clinical chemistry). The central measurement is the

determination of the /7(13C) / n(12C) ratio of the final CO2 in a dedicated gas mass

spectrometer.

These two laboratories mentioned here as examples can, of course, only help in a

few cases to make chemical analyses traceable to the SI units. Due to the complex-

ity and great variety of chemical measurement tasks for which reference materials

are not available or are inadequate, a considerable number of high-level reference

laboratories is needed.

Reference frame for pH measurements: conventional multiple point pH scale

pH measurements are a special kind of chemical measurements which are needed

in a large variety of different fields and are therefore of great economical and scien-

tific importance. Since an activity, namely that of hydrogen ions in aqueous solution,



and not a concentration is the object of measurement, traceability to the mole is not

the central question in quality assurance of pH measurement. At present the best

approximation to the thermodynamic basis on which the pH value

(pH =- log1 0 (a + ImQ ), m0 being unit molality) is defined, is provided by

measuring the equilibrium voltage of an electrochemical cell composed of a

platinum/hydrogen and a silver/silver chloride electrode, both immersed in the buffer

solution whose pH value is to be measured. This measurement is an approximation

because calculations using distinct elements of the Debye-Huckel theory of

electrolytes are necessary in the evaluation process, and the results are therefore

convential pH values which finally build up a conventional pH scale. The pH scale

most frequently used at present is the so-called multiple point pH scale which is

composed of nine fix points in the form of buffer solutions in the pH range between

1.7 and 12.5. The technique of electrochemical pH measurement is highly

developed and uncertainties with respect to the conventional scale as low as

U = 0.002 (k = 2) are possible. Fig. 3 shows the electrochemical primary standard

measurement system of PTB for the realisation of the multiple-point pH scale.

The measurement of the equilibrium voltage (electromotive force) of an electro-

chemical cell is equivalent to the determination of the free energy of the chemical

reaction giving rise to the voltage. pH measurements are therefore traceable to the

SI unit of energy, i.e. Joule, with the limitations outlined above.



Possible ways of realising traceability of chemical measurements to the SI units
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